The authentic assessment method of student evaluation is particularly well suited to vocational education. It connects the way schoolwork is assessed with the way knowledge and competence are judged in the workplace by focusing on tasks that are simultaneously meaningful to learners and linked to school and nonschool demands. Portfolios are one example of the authentic assessment method; they provide multiple, tangible forms of evidence of students' accomplishments in a format that is transferable to the job search process. Among the many areas of vocational education in which authentic assessment is suitable are technology, business, automotive, and technical education. Vocational educators developing authentic assessments must ensure that the assessments have the following characteristics: reflect learning theories, promote additional learning, use multiple measures (including kinetic and artistic), recognize that errors are intrinsic to learning, are sufficiently ambitious, and are rated by criteria that are clear and defensible. (An annotated bibliography of 24 print resources about authentic assessment in vocational education is included.) (MN)
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Authentic Assessment in Vocational Education

Because "vocational educators have long favored practical demonstrations of knowledge and competence" (Little 1992, p. 2?), the current emphasis on authentic assessment (AA) meshes well with vocational education. Vocational educators are "concerned with preparing students for the expectations of the workplace. Employers want critical thinking, teamwork, self-regulatory skills, adaptability, and flexibility, and they want meaningful evidence of these capacities in potential employees" (Borthwick 1995). At the same time, curriculum integration has become a hallmark of educational reform, and vocational educators want to demonstrate that their curricula meet high standards (Little 1992). These needs are met by AA because it connects the way schoolwork is assessed with the way knowledge and competence are judged in the workplace. It focuses on tasks that are meaningful to learners and linked to school and nonschool demands (Mann 1991).

Portfolios are an obvious example of an AA method that provides multiple, tangible forms of evidence of student accomplishment in a format transferable to the job search (Anderton-Lewis and Cooley 1995). Design problems in technology education are another example of authentic learning, as students accomplish complex and significant tasks using prior knowledge and solve real-world problems while reflecting on the learning process (Mahlke 1993). Other examples in business, automotive, and technical education in the resources listed here demonstrate the applicability of AA to vocational education. Educators should ensure that AAAs reflect learning theories, promote additional learning, use multiple measures (including kinetic and artistic), recognize errors as intrinsic to learning, are sufficiently ambitious, and are rated by criteria that are clear, high, and defensible (Little 1992; Whichard and Cobb 1993).

Print Resources


A resume portfolio can provide supporting documentation for a resume; contents should be matched to an employer's outlined requirements.


Portfolios help students assess their own strengths and weaknesses and provide an authentic means of evaluation. They are also way to teach students to present themselves as a potential employee.


Explains the authentic approach to assessment and how it differs from traditional assessment; gives useful advice about rubrics, portfolios, and other performance assessment tools.


Proposes an alternative assessment model for secondary students with mild handicaps that infuses various assessments into the process: career and vocational, psychosocial, behavioral, and academic.

Fitch, S. Outcome Based Alternative Assessment. Maine Center for Educational Services, 1993. (ED 362 573)

In a technology communications class, students create a business and associated documents and are evaluated on their innovations, creativity, and ability to use skills that match the needs of the area's actual businesses.


Describes assessment techniques for accounting that relate to relevant business competencies: team testing, group problem solving, and role playing.


Work Keys provide students with a realistic preview of skills needed for jobs and an assessment of their standing on those skills. The skills and abilities measured are validated by workers in the industries.


Internal evaluation and self-monitoring are increasingly critical workplace skills. Authentic assessment should teach students how to monitor their own work in realistic contexts.


Technology teachers can expand the concept of student activity logs to portfolios, in which students are more involved in selecting and evaluating items included. Portfolio assessment is an ongoing, investigatory process.

Assessment is an essential activity conducted by teacher educators to improve teaching and learning. Future teachers can be evaluated through situational tests, portfolio reviews, and performance exams, both cumulative and one-time assessments.


Performance assessments should primarily serve instruction, facilitate learning, and be multidimensional, and they should not compare students to each other.

Because of its problem- or project-oriented curriculum, vocational education has long favored practical demonstrations. Authentic assessment practices are one contribution vocational education can make to educational reform.

In Porsche’s outcomes-based training model, teachers vary teaching and assessment methods as often as it takes to ensure that students learn a specific task and are able to perform it well.

The design brief process in technology education begins with authentic situations and enables students to use prior knowledge, research, problem-solving, and other creative thinking skills and observe their learning processes.

Visual documentation through instant photography provides a record of a job seeker’s experiences that demonstrates accomplishments to a prospective employer.

Vocational students in a composition class devise a solution to a hypothetical problem that is scored on several dimensions.

The Career-Technical Assessment Program measures vocational program, generic workplace readiness and foundation academic skills against established standards. Cumulative assessments are made of supervised practical experience, student projects, and a portfolio.

Critical thinking can be evaluated through authentic assessment using a four-step process: clarify reasons for the assessment, clarify performance to be evaluated design exercises, and design a performance rating plan.

Explains how portfolios were used to prepare students for a job-search unit, to evaluate the development of communication skills, and to determine a plan for the continued development of students’ employability skills.

The ESP contains evidence of students’ attainment of academic skills, personal management behaviors such as meeting deadlines and working without supervision, and teamwork skills such as listening and compromise. Local businesses are involved in reviewing portfolios.

Assessment types include portfolios, exhibitions (presentations, oral history projects), dynamic (examiner as interviewer), and curriculum based (e.g., observation and recording of a performance).


Gives an example of a portfolio used in a vocational facilities design class.
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